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Protective coatings in high-temperature processes must combine good heat

resistance, chemical stability and, preferably, good ductility and machinability.

MAX-phase materials have the potential to combine these features: they are

chemically inert, relatively hard, exhibit high thermo shock-resistance and good

thermal and electrical conductivity. In addition, MAX-phase materials are highly ductile

and damage tolerant [1.]. 

In this work, a reactive magnetron sputter process for deposition of the MAX-phase

Ti

2

AlN was elaborated. Therefor a metallic Ti

2

Al-target was used. Correlations

between the deposition parameters - source and bias power, nitrogen flow, deposition

mode and temperature - and the resulting coating composition, hardness and

crystalline structure were identified. Source power and nitrogen content were varied in

order to obtain an elemental composition - close to the theoretically ideal

2:1:1-composition - of (50±1) at% Ti, (21±1) at% Al und (29±1) at% N. The coatings

were then annealed under vacuum condition at temperatures of 700 °C for 15 to 120

minutes. The microstructure before and after annealing was investigated with X-ray

diffraction analysis. The obtained spectra revealed clearly distinguished diffraction

peaks corresponding to Ti

2

AlN-MAX-Phases. Nanoindentation experiments after

annealing revealed an increase in hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings. We

also varied the substrate temperature and the applied bias power during deposition

and analyzed their influence on coatings’ adhesion and integrity by SEM and

scanning scratch tests.

For a preliminary application test, a glass-contact experiment was carried out: an

optical flint was hot-pressed between two Ti

2

AlN-coated silicon-plates at a

temperature of 560°C. In contrast to experiments with uncoated silicon, the flint glass

gob could be damage-free demolded.
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